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FORM OF:
(Select as appropriate)

SIZE CHANGE RETURN

Return to:

VIÓ Exclusive Wear
C/ Arquitecte Puig Boada, 40
08184 - Palau-Solità i Plegamans
Barcelona- España
quality@vioexclusivewear.com
Tel. +34 660 633 535

In VIÓ Exclusive Wear we would like to know the reasons that have led you to return our garments. We would appreciate that you will 
spend a few seconds filling out this form, since your comments will help us improve. 
- Please, mark the reason that best justifies your decision -  

1 The pattern does not fit me

2 Its not my size (it actives SIZE CHANGE)

3 The product has suddenly disliking me

4 The product does not correspond to the web description

5 Defective or damaged product (it actives WARRANTY)

6 Product quality is not as expected

7 Delivery time too long

8 Badly processed order. The product received is wrong

TERMS:

- You can exercise your right to CHANGE-RETURN-WITHDRAWAL within 14 calendar days after delivery.
- The product must be received by VIÓ Exclusive Wear without using, in perfect condition, in the same packaging with which it was sent, 
  with the identifying labels without removing or removing and with all the accessories that accompanied the sale (instructions, stickers 
  promotional, gifts and / or promotional items, etc ...). 
- Changes in size or model will depend on the stock available at the time of receiving this form from you. In case not having the new size 
  or model requested, we will contact you.
- 1st RETURN BY SIZE CHANGE: Shipping the garments to VIÓ will be paid by Customer / New shipping from VIÓ to Customer will be 
   paid by VIÓ.
- 2nd RETURN BY SIZE CHANGE (and successives): Shipping the garments to VIÓ + new size shipping will be paid by Customer. 
- RETURN and / or RIGHT WITHDRAWAL: Collection and return to VIÓ always will be paid by the Client - If the Client chooses our logistics 
   operator and its returns platform, the shipping costs will be equal to those originally paid and will be deducted from the total amount to be returned. -
- MASS PURCHASES (that is, different sizes of the same model and / or different sizes of different models): The return to VIÓ of unwanted
  garments will be considered as RETURNS, and the shipping costs .always will be paid by the Client

- PAYMENT REFUND. It will be carried out within 14 calendar days after receipt of the product in  VIÓ Exclusive Wear 
  (as long as it complies with the requirements established in our “General Terms and Conditions” - see our website -).

CLIENT Identification data (must match those of the person who was billed and / or placed the order):

Name: Nº Order:

Country: Postal
code:

Phone:

Adress &

City:

Additional comments:

PAYMENT METHOD used in the purchase (select the one that applies):

Credit / Debit Card

Wire transfer 

PayPal Stripe

Bank account holder name:

IBAN:

 (it actives MODEL/SIZE CHANGE )

GARMENTS TO CHANGE / RETURN

Qty. Name / Garment code Size

NEW GARMENTS

Name / Garment code SizeQty.

Signature 

Date 
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Your RETURNS in:
https://vioexclusivewear.com/en/my-account/

or

https://vioexclusivewear.shipping-portal.com/rp/

WITHDRAWAL

MODEL CHANGE RETURN

ADVICE:
Reuse the PLASTIC ENVELOPE in which you received 

the order. Condition it as you need.


